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The market for hearing technology is evolving—with the emergence of hearables, it now extends beyond hearing aids and includes any ear-level devices with wireless connectivity (i.e., wireless earbuds). However, will this evolving marketplace bring forth opportunities or challenges to individuals’ hearing health care and the profession of audiology and otolaryngology? The debate has been ongoing. This study explores the wide spectrum of hearables available in the market and discusses the necessity of high-quality clinical evidence prior to the implementation of over-the-counter devices into clinical practice.
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INTRODUCTION

Hearing loss is a major health issue that affects various aspects of life (e.g., communication, academic performance, and social activities) [1,2]. With population aging, the number of individuals with hearing loss is expected to reach one in 10 individuals; thus, early and active interventions are in high demand [1-3]. A variety of hearing devices, such as hearing aids (HAs), middle ear implants, bone-anchored HAs, and cochlear implants (CIs), are typically prescribed in current clinical practice to manage hearing loss [4-6]. However, barriers to hearing devices still exist, leading to a low uptake rate. These barriers include price, maintenance cost, discomfort, and stigma associated with hearing devices [7]. The MarkeTrak V study undertaken by Kochkin [7] reported in 2000 that poor benefits, background noise, price and cost, and sound quality were reasons for the nonuse of HAs. In an effort to address these issues, alongside substantial improvements in technology, “hearables” have been emerging in the market [8-11].

Hunn [11] first coined the term “hearables” in 2014 to refer to any device that is capable of wireless connection. The definition has now expanded to any ear-level device that has wireless connectivity [9], including wireless headphones and earphones as well as smart HAs. The history of hearables goes back to 1855, when an early version of a stethoscope was developed. This category of products then evolved into tele-operator headsets, portable headphones, noise-canceling headphones, earbuds, Bluetooth headsets, and finally the current hearables available in the market [10]. The emergence of hearables has greatly expanded the horizons for hearing loss management as they are cheaper and more accessible than traditional HAs [12,13].

The arrival of Bragi led to dramatic growth in hearables in 2014, with 50 million dollars of crowdfunding, and the evolution of hearables further sped up with the introduction of AirPods, AirPods Pro, and Galaxy Buds, which had better audio quality than previous options and wireless charging [14]. Hunn [14] recently estimated that around 630 million hearables would be available in 2025, with a total market size of $80 billion. The market size for earbuds is anticipated to continue growing, as well as that of HAs, especially with more user acceptance of these devices. Headphones, in contrast, are expected to show slower growth [14].
This paper reviews current hearables in the market and the need for sustained efforts to continue examining these products before dispensing them in clinics as alternative amplification devices for individuals with hearing loss.

HEARING AIDS

HAs are sound amplifying devices that generally consist of a microphone, speaker, amplifier, and battery [15]. The microphone picks up sounds, which are then amplified by the amplifier and sent to the speaker [15]. HAs are currently prescribed as the first option for hearing loss management. After the introduction of digital signal processing in 1996, hearing technology has greatly advanced [16]. The advances include HA accessories, noise reduction, wireless connectivity, and directional microphones [17,18]. Instead of disposable batteries, rechargeable batteries are now available for most HAs [19]. In addition, modern HAs can utilize artificial intelligence technology to improve audibility and quality of life [20]. Numerous studies have reported that HAs improve communication, academic performance, and quality of life [21-25]. For example, Cox et al. [26] recruited 25 people with mild and moderate sensorineural hearing loss and compared the effectiveness of premium HAs with that of basic HAs through speech testing, questionnaires, and diaries. Speech performance improved when participants wore the four HAs (two premium and two basic HAs). Participants’ diaries revealed positive feedback regarding the devices. However, a statistically significant difference was not observed between the premium and basic HAs. Tognola et al. [27] investigated the impact of age, cognition, and hearing loss on HA benefits in older adults (≥65 years). Pure-tone audiometry, aided threshold testing, speech reception testing in quiet and noise, the Montreal Cognitive Assessment, and questionnaires (the International Outcome Inventory of Hearing Aids, the Hearing Handicap Inventory for Elderly-Screening, and the Abbreviated Profile of Hearing Aid Benefit) were performed. Statistically significant improvement was observed with aided thresholds. In their responses to questionnaires, participants reported better satisfaction and less difficulty in communication when wearing HAs [27]. Direct associations of questionnaire outcomes with hearing loss and the aided threshold and an indirect association of questionnaire outcomes with cognitive test performance were observed through multivariate, correlational, and regression analyses [27]. Most et al. [25] assessed the benefits of unilateral and bilateral HAs in 80 HA users using the Speech, Spatial, and Qualities questionnaire. Although better speech and spatial performance (e.g., speech in quiet and localization) was observed with bilateral HAs, no statistical significance was observed on the qualities scale. Scientific evidence shows that two HAs are better than one, but it is important to consider personal preferences as well. For example, Cox et al. [28] recruited 98 participants and conducted a 12-week field trial with HAs in three conditions (left, right, and both ears). At the final visit, the participants were asked to report their wearing preference and the results showed that 43 out of 94 participants preferred to use one HA. Snapp [22] discussed the benefit of contralateral routing of signal (CROS) technology for individuals with single-sided deafness. Conventional CROS HAs transfer sounds picked up on the poor-hearing side to the better-hearing (or normal-hearing) side. The author reported that while CROS technology does not restore binaural hearing, it allows individuals with single-sided deafness to hear better on their poor-hearing side by improving the signal-to-noise ratio; they can be more aware of sound and hear speech better in noise. In addition, advances in technology and design led to increased acceptance and adoption of CROS technology [22,29].

In addition to the well-documented benefits of HAs, it is important to mention that HAs have technical specifications based on the guidelines established by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) and the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) [30]. The ANSI and IEC standards provide references for HA functionality; therefore, quality control is systematically performed for these devices, allowing agreement throughout the industry on a regulatory as well as professional level [31,32]. For example, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) can evaluate a product based on these guidelines and decide whether or not the product can be sold in the market. On a professional level, audiologists and HA dispensers perform electroacoustic testing and verify the functionality of HAs before patients are fitted with the devices.

BONE CONDUCTION DEVICES

First introduced in the late 1970s [33], bone conduction devices are mainly recommended for people with conductive and mixed hearing loss and single-sided deafness [34,35]. Unlike conventional HAs, bone conduction devices deliver sounds directly to the cochlea through bone vibration [34]. Typically, there are two types of bone conduction devices: percutaneous and transcute-
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CIs, in general, are considered for severe hearing loss that is difficult to manage with conventional HAs [40, 41]. A CI is composed of an external (speech processor) and an internal (electrode array) component [42]. Similar to HAs, the external component transfers sound from the environment to the internal component, which receives and processes the sound. From the surgical technique to aesthetics, CIs have also undergone significant advancements [43, 44]. The early models of CIs had only one channel, but research into CIs has led to the development of multichannel devices. CIs have a different number of electrodes and features depending on the manufacturer. In 2008, a hybrid model combining a CI and HA was launched and different types of CIs (off-the-ear and behind-the-ear) have been introduced [43]. CI companies are currently working with HA manufacturers to provide communication benefits to individuals with hearing loss. There is abundant scientific evidence regarding the effectiveness of CIs in aural rehabilitation [45-53]. In 2009, Laske et al. [47] assessed the subjective and objective benefits of CIs in adults. The sentence test in quiet and noise, sound localization test, and a questionnaire were carried out in bilateral and unilateral conditions. The results showed better speech understanding in quiet and noisy environments in the bilateral condition. In terms of sound localization, although statistically not significant, participants showed better performance in the bilateral condition for the summation and squelch effects. However, statistical significance was observed with the head shadow effect when the sound was presented on the CI side. Questionnaire results were also better for the bilateral condition. Moon et al. [49] examined the correlations between speech performance and various factors associated with CIs (e.g., age of deafness onset). Speech performance was evaluated using mono- and bi-syllable and sentence tests. The authors reported no correlation between age of deafness onset and speech performance, but a significant correlation was found between speech performance and the percentage of the patient’s life with moderate-to-profound hearing loss before CI placement, indicating that the duration of hearing loss before implantation may predict speech performance after implantation [49]. A study involving unilateral and bilateral CI users showed improvements in speech recognition, health-related quality of life, and tinnitus distress [45].

Direct-to-Consumer Hearing Devices

Direct-to-consumer hearing devices refer to hearing devices that can be purchased without a healthcare professional [13]. In other words, an individual can purchase this type of device online or at retail shops [13]. Direct-to-consumer devices come in different types: headset amplifiers, television amplifiers, ear-level neckband personal sound amplification products (PSAPs), ear-level wireless PSAPs, and combinations of a smartphone, amplification application, and wired earbuds [54]. For example, Sound World Solutions CS50+ and Tweak Focus+T are behind-the-ear devices, while Able Planet Ps2500amp is an in-ear device. Jabees BHearing is a neckband-type PSAP. Direct-to-consumer hearing devices have various functions. In some, users can only adjust volume and for others, users can select a mode (e.g., café) and even “program” the devices with mobile devices [55]. Major corporations have already entered the market. Samsung Electronics released a wearable augmented reality device, Galaxy Buds Pro (wireless earbuds), in January 2021. This wearable augmented reality device utilizes a smartphone and earbuds for a customized listening experience (Fig. 1) [12]. Samsung Galaxy Buds Pro use the Galaxy Wearable application and users can benefit from features such as active noise canceling and ambient sound.

Direct-to-consumer hearing devices gained traction when the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology ad-
advocated for the use of PSAPs and over-the-counter (OTC) devices in addition to HAs for those with mild and moderate hearing loss to address the increasingly serious issue of hearing loss due to aging in 2015 [56]. The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine also reported that the FDA needed to create a new category regarding OTC devices for individuals with mild to moderate hearing loss [57]. Regulations regarding this new category were supposed to be proposed by August 2020, but the process was delayed due to the coronavirus disease 2019 pandemic [58,59]. Recently, in July 2021, an executive order was signed by President Joe Biden regarding OTC HAs, calling for the Health and Human Services Administration to propose rules for OTC HAs within 120 days [60].

Considering the high unmet need (67%–86%) for hearing health care [57], direct-to-consumer devices gained attention as a possible option to overcome the current HA uptake barriers mentioned earlier. Firstly, direct-to-consumer devices are much cheaper than HAs. While it costs more than $2,300 to purchase an HA [61], the cost for direct-to-consumer devices ranges from $20 to $500 [62]. HAs tend to cost more than direct-to-consumer devices because professional services, such as device fitting and programming, are included in the price [63]. Secondly, direct-to-consumer devices do not require multiple visits to hearing health care professionals. HAs, in contrast, require multiple visits for professional services [63]. Bose Corporation just recently launched a product called “Bose Sound Control Hearing Aids” for $849.95. The price is still considerably lower than that of traditional HAs. However, it is important to note that the product is FDA-cleared, not FDA-approved. FDA clearance (510[k] clearance) indicates that the Bose product is safe and shows significantly equivalent performance when compared to devices already in the market in the US [64].

PSAPs and OTC devices are similar to HAs to some extent, but there is a clear regulatory distinction between the two. The main difference is the purpose of device use; HAs are for hearing loss compensation and PSAPs are for those without hearing loss. In addition, the United States FDA classifies air-conduction HAs as class I medical devices [55] and the delivery of HA-related services is regulated by state laws [57]. Currently, HAs need to be provided by licensed professionals, such as audiologists. In Korea, HAs are also defined by the Ministry of Food and Drug Safety as medical devices used to compensate for hearing loss. There are currently no regulations regarding PSAPs. This lack of regulation has contributed to significant variation in the quality and performance of the devices. To guide manufacturers and consumers in improving and selecting products, in 2017, the Consumer Technology Association collaborated with ANSI and released the “Personal Sound Amplification Performance Criteria (ANSI/CTA-2051)” [65]. The criteria used the ANSI and IEC standards for HAs (ANSI S3.22-2009, IEC-60118-0-2015, and IEC-60118-7-2005) as normative references. The criteria also provide three categories (categories 1, 2, and 3) for standardization, with category 1 being the highest level of performance specification. For example, category 1 includes frequency response bandwidth, frequency response smoothness, maximum acoustic output, input and output distortion control limits, and self-generated noise levels [65]. However, these criteria are only voluntary, meaning that manufactures are not obligated to follow ANSI/CTA-2051.

Research has actively investigated the potential of direct-to-consumer devices as a means to increase the accessibility and affordability of hearing healthcare [66-73]. Reed et al. [66] compared speech in noise performance between five PSAPs and a conventional HA and demonstrated that three of the five PSAPs showed similar improvements in speech understanding to that of the HA. Cho et al. [67] also examined performance of a PSAP, a basic HA, and a premium HA in individuals with mild, moderate, and moderate-to-severe sensorineural hearing loss. In the mild and moderate hearing loss group, the PSAP showed comparable performance to the HAs; no statistically significant result was observed between the three devices in terms of speech recognition. Most participants (41%) also preferred the PSAP over the basic (28%) and premium (31%) HAs. Seol et al. [68] undertook a similar study with a HA and PSAP pair, but a new type of heaenable (a wearable augmented reality device) was included in the experiment. The electroacoustic characteristics of all devices met the four key tolerances (output sound pressure level, frequency range, equivalent input noise, and total harmonic distortion) set by the ANSI standards. Regarding speech perception, the findings were similar to those of previous studies to a certain extent—statistically significant improvements were observed for all devices for words, but not for sentences. The findings of the study demonstrated the potential of wearable augmented reality devices as an amplification alternative for those with mild and moderate hearing loss. However, the authors highlighted the significance of a close examination of device quality.

SMARTPHONE APPLICATIONS

Smartphone applications have also been emerging in the hearable market due to their ubiquity. According to Manchaiah et al. [62], the average price range for smartphone applications is be-
these applications in managing hearing loss has been sparse [74, 75]. In 2013, Amlani et al. [75] used a conventional HA and two smartphone applications to assess the utility of the applications. The electroacoustic characteristics of mobile devices and applications and individuals’ unaided and aided speech performance in noise were assessed and surveys were administered. Compared to the unaided condition, the use of the HA and applications significantly increased speech understanding in noise. Similar electroacoustic characteristics were observed between the HA, mobile device, and applications. De Sousa et al. [74] investigated the objective sound quality and subjective listening experience of four applications available on Google Play and the Apple App Store. In terms of objective sound quality, latency and the signal-to-noise ratio improvement were examined through an occluded ear simulator, Android smartphones, and an iPhone. The results showed variance in latency for all applications on the mobile devices. Furthermore, latency was significantly different between wired and wireless earbuds. Improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio was observed, but variance was observed between the mobile devices. The subjective listening experience was examined using only one application that showed the best electroacoustic performance. Overall, most participants reported that the use of the application was beneficial for conversations in a quiet situation, but not in difficult listening situations.

CONCLUSION

From HAs to wearable augmented reality devices, the market for hearables now includes a wide variety of devices. Pre-existing studies have examined the quality of some hearables and suggested them as a gateway to hearing healthcare for individuals with mild and moderate hearing loss. Despite some evidence suggesting that hearables can be beneficial for people with mild to moderate hearing loss, it is important to note that research has only investigated a small sample of devices. Therefore, it is difficult to generalize the findings and further studies are necessary. The lack of regulations has led to variance in device quality, contributing to the mixed findings regarding device performance. The results of an electroacoustic analysis and simulated real-ear measurements for three basic and high-end PSAPs reported by Kim et al. [69] revealed that only some showed satisfactory performance. Two out of the three high-end devices met the electroacoustic tolerances and one basic and two high-end PSAPs provided an adequate amount of gain in simulated real-ear measurements. This means that depending on the quality of devices, some might not provide benefits for individuals with hearing impairment. In this respect, the need for high-quality clinical evidence, as well as regulations ensuring the safety and efficacy of these devices, is imperative in order to integrate hearables into clinical settings.
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